
WARM AIR 24 May 14 
Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday    Instructing: David Todd                      Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Derry Belcher 

                              Duty Pilot: Genny Healey 

Sunday.     Instructing: Peter Thorpe 

  Towing: Derry Belcher 

                              Duty Pilot: Ben Hocking 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY  Instructor Steve Wallace starts us off 

Saturday started off very pleasant as the gliders were removed from the hangar. The sun was mostly out, it 

was warming up and there was no wind on the ground. However, the rapidly moving clouds above our heads and 

an ATIS that had the wind as 200 degrees 25kts at 2,000 ft gave a hint as to what was about to happen once 

that warmth caused the air to start mixing. Sure enough the wind arrived and by the time the caravan was set 

up on the field we had a chilly 15kt Southerly blowing across the field and to make matters worse a thick 

layer of low / mid level cloud had blown in and was blotting out the sun. 

 

On the plus side the conditions were excellent for Robert Foster who after doing his 10 oral A cert questions 

and gaining his A Badge (congratulations Robert) got stuck into the B cert and got Cross wind circuits, High 

wind circuits, Wind gradient/turbulence, Joining variations and Steep / Shallow approaches all signed off. 

 

Kris Pillai came out to keep his hand in and did a 1,000 ft circuit under instruction, another on his own and 

then took Roy Whitby (who had been 

toiling away by himself all day 

cleaning the rust of MP's trailer) for 

a brief but entertaining flight. 

 

We were fortunate in the afternoon 

to have a nice sunny clearance that 

lasted about an hour and Tony 

Prentice, who had been cunningly 

waiting around all day, timed his run 

perfectly to catch a thermal the 

nice sunny conditions had popped off 

before which got him 29 minutes in 

the air before the clag once again 

quickly moved in. 

 

So a productive but short flying day 

that made the best use of the 

conditions we had on offer. 

 

Towie Graham Lake continues:   So much busyness in and around the Hangar.  Gary Patten and Roy Whitby had 

MP's trailer straddled across a bank at one end and a pile of wood at the other end and were busily separating 

the axle and springs from the body.  Angle grinders are great for this and it was soon lying on the ground 

ready to head to Gary's shop and a date with the sand blaster and paint.   Gary headed away with all the bits 

while Roy continued removing rust from the chassis frame.  At the other end of the hangar gliders were being 

DI'd and Rex Carswell was busy with a soldering iron repairing a broken wire in RDW right hand press to talk 



switch.  This done he soon moved on to broken wires in the battery charger followed with a tidy up of the 

chargers,  battery and nest of wires.  

 

With that all sorted we set up on 26 with a southerly across the strip and a layer of low cloud to kill off any 

warmth.  Seven tows later Karl Bridges had completed his A cert and gotten into his B cert, Kris Pillai had 

three and Tony Prentice snagged the longest flight off the day into the only good spell.  All tucked to bed and 

the fridge duly checked, just to make sure it is still working, you understand. 
 

SUNDAY  Towie Jamie Wagner starts us off... 
 

Weather forecast looked 

favourable as I headed in 

towards Base on what was a 

foggy Sunday morning. After a 

bit of uncertainty surrounding 

what the winds were likely to 

do, we eventually set up camp 

on Runway 08. As plenty of 

punters rolled in through the 

gate, prospects looked good 

for a busy days flying. Upon 

relocating from 26 to 08, I 

made the rookie mistake of 

coiling up our Number One tow 

rope by hand without the reel 

and placing it in RDW for the 

taxi to the other end. Upon 

retrieving it to hook up to 

GMW for the days first tow, I quickly transformed my nice tidy coil into a something resembling the abode of 

an Andean Condor. Rex was quick to come to my aid in attempting to unravel the mess, but not quick enough to 

avoid the marauding cameras.  

 

Flying commenced into what were the smoothest conditions of any days towing I had done in my short career 

to date. Unfortunately, another small hiccup occurred a little later on in the day's proceedings which I will 

elaborate on. Upon taking up the slack on GMW, I peered into the rear-view mirror to observe the all out 

signal as the rope went taut. Observing Ray, in the form of a tiny black ant, in my mirror raising the bat, I 

took this as the go-ahead to apply takeoff power, which I did. Alas, he was not waving the bat, but signalling 

me to hold due to short finals traffic on the seal. For whatever reason, I had not heard the finals call of this 

aircraft and was therefore unaware of its presence. This all resulted in Rex disconnecting the rope at his end 

allowing RDW to slingshot itself into its sprightly non-towing take-off roll. I knew in a split second I was no 

longer towing anything, pulled the power and taxied back to investigate what happened. Obvious lesson here 

was that it I had any doubt as to the visual signals I was receiving, I should have confirmed via the radio. The 

combination of a convex mirror, low afternoon sun and the preceding incident rendered my trust in what my 

eyes told me to nil, so I decided on radio calls for the rest of the days wave offs. As the gliders were put 

back in the hangar for the day, I set off in RDW, with Chelle Thompson for company, for an uneventful ferry 

flight to Parakai. There we were met by Rex who kindly drove us back to WP, entertaining us with some his 

enthralling flying 'war' stories on the way home.' 

 

Instructor Rex Carswell puts s slightly different spin on the day:  As we often experience with our gliding 
operation - particularly as the daylight hours rapidly reduce - we tend to have a slow start, then 

activity escalates toward the latter part of the day.  Much low cloud and mist gradually cleared to a pleasant 

fine day with a light southerly breeze.  We set up initially on '26 grass', but moved down to '08' prior to first 

launch because light aircraft had already commenced using that vector - the gentle breeze favoured that end 

anyway. 

 



First launch got away at 12:35pm with Ray Burns 'shouting' Nathan Graves a circuit so that a 'small point' of 

technique could be demonstrated.  Rudolf Struyck took GVF away for the first soaring flight contemplation, 

but was back 12 minutes later confirming the benign conditions.  Next up was Karl Bridges for the first of 

three circuit sorties with me in GMW.  Good progress and responses being made.  The light conditions meant 

GVF would be the favoured single for the day, with Nathan Graves, and Tony Prentice giving it their best 

shot.  Ray Burns tried to beat the odds by launching in GMP, but was back on the ground 16 minutes later. 

Kishan Bhashyam took a dual flight in the twin for the purpose of completing his passenger rating. I am 

pleased to report his ground briefing and preparation was competent, along with a well conducted flight.  Well 

done Kishan. 

By mid afternoon, a defined north-south continuous line of cloud developed to the west of Whenuapai.  I 

cleared Genny Healey to fly GVF, and within no time appeared at a comfortable altitude.  Roy Whitby and 

Steve Foreman were keen to investigate as well, so off they went in GMW.  Ray Burns followed too in GMP.  

These three flights were to be the longest for the day.  Genny 34 minutes,  Roy & Steve 39 minutes, and Ray 

with 35 minutes.  'Thank you' Neville Swan for acting as duty pilot - as he so frequently does. 

 

Chelle Thompson rocked up late in the day - just in time to take a ride with towie Jamie Wagner in RDW to 

Parakai.  I departed to retrieve Chelle and Jamie from Parakai, leaving the others to close up shop, and 

inspect the fridge. 

SEASPRITE WAKE TURBULENCE 

Wake turbulence generated by Seasprite helicopters in calm or light winds can be unpredictable by nature.   

(The Seasprite is the large light grey Navy helicopter).   It can be quite strong and can cause a nasty surprise.  

Please keep this in mind when you land, take off, taxi or fly behind one of these in calm or light wind 

conditions.  It is better to turn in early rather than cross behind a Seasprite.  If the Tower is on they should 

provide you the separation but do not be afraid to speak up if you feel you will be too close.  Crossing the 

wake two to three minutes after the helicopter has passed is a reasonable rule of thumb.   The NH90 may well 

have much the same effect. 



The RNZAF are currently conducting vortex/wake turbulence trials with Seasprites, primarily for ship borne 

operations but are also interested in any meaningful data that can be used in the airfield.  

CLUB WORKING BEE 

Your Committee has figured it's about time we had a working bee to tidy up and sort out stuff around and in 

the Hangar.  This is planned for Saturday 31 May, yep Queens Birthday weekend.  More details as we get 

closer but if we can get a good early start we can get finished before lunchtime and get some gliding in too.  

Essential jobs include getting rid of rubbish in the hangar including all the broken fridges and microwaves, 

tidy what we have, cut the grass round the hangar, clean out the caravan etc. 

CARAVAN POWER AND OTHER STUFF 

David Grey came out last weekend and finished off the solar panel power supply for the Caravan.  He has 

included two cigarette lighter power outlets so the club cell phone can be kept charged.  Many thanks David. 

CLUB CELLPHONE 

We have a club cellphone that works really well as long as it is kept charged, is turned on for each gliding day 

and is answered when it rings.  This is stuff the duty pilot does, so....at the start of your duty, turn on the 

cellphone, stick it on charge if the battery is down, answer it if it rings and monitor text messages.  At the 

end of the day turn the phone off so it does not go flat and it will then go straight to the voice message to 

say we are not flying.  

Cheers 

 

Warm Air 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Further, Faster, 
Shinier! 

 
Many will remember Steve Wallace’s inspiring presentation at last year’s symposium. 

 
The answer to halting our declining membership is not better recruiting, it is retention 

People leave because they get bored 
Who stays and why? 
X-country pilots stay 

Why? Because they are not bored! 
Surveys show that X-country pilots are: 

The most active 
The most motivated 
The most engaged 

The most enthusiastic 
X-country flying maintains members 

Clubs with a X-country culture are the most successful 
How do we get pilots flying X-country? What can we do as a movement? 

We must: 
Break down the barriers 

COACH pilots along a pathway of smaller easier steps 
Instructors teach How to Fly 

COACHES teach Why we Fly 
COACHES don’t have to be instructors 

COACHES can help set goals 
Goal setting is the key to keeping people motivated 

 
HOW DO WE ESTABLISH A COACHING STRUCTURE 
FOR GLIDING IN NEW ZEALAND? 
 
FIND OUT! - COME TO THE GLIDING NEW ZEALAND 

SYMPOSIUM ON 7 JUNE 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DUTY ROSTER FOR MAY, JUNE, JULY 2014 Final  

             

Month Date Time Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot  

  3 am K Bhashyam I Woodfield C Rook  

MAY   pm        

  4 am K Boyes A McKay D Belcher  

    pm        

  10 am K Bridges L Page P Thorpe  

    pm        

  11 am S Foreman R Burns R Carswell  

    pm         

  17 am R Forster S Wallace G Lake  

    pm        

  18 am D Foxcroft R Carswell J Wagner  

    pm        

  24 am G Healey D Todd D Belcher  

    pm        

  25 am B Hocking P Thorpe D Belcher  

    pm        

  31 am I O'Keefe P Coveney P Thorpe  

    pm        

JUNE 1 am T O'Rourke A McKay C Rook ATC cadets 

    pm        

QUEENS 2 am G Patten L Page G Lake  

BIRTHDAY   pm        

  7 am R Struyck I Woodfield J Wagner  

    pm        

  8 am T Prentice R Carswell D Belcher  

    pm        

  14 am K Pillai R Burns R Carswell  

    pm        

  15 am E McPherson D Todd P Thorpe  

    pm        

  21 am J Pote S Wallace C Rook  

    pm        

  22 am R Whitby P Thorpe J Wagner  

    pm        

  28 am K Bhashyam P Coveney G Lake  

    pm        

  29 am K Boyes I Woodfield D Belcher  

    pm        

JULY 5 am K Bridges L Page R Carswell  

    pm        

  6 am S Foreman A McKay P Thorpe  

    pm        

  12 am R Forster R Carswell C Rook  

    pm        

  13 am D Foxcroft R Burns J Wagner  

    pm        

  19 am G Healey D Todd D Belcher  

    pm        

  20 am B Hocking P Thorpe G Lake  

    pm        

  26 am I O'Keefe P Coveney P Thorpe  

    pm        

  27 am T O'Rourke I Woodfield R Carswell  

    pm        

 


